
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: NZ Metropolitan Trotting Club Inc at Addington Raceway Date: Friday, 17 October 2014 

Weather: Fine 

Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: N McIntyre (Chairman), S Mulcay, S Wallis 

Typist: L O'Connell 
 
 

General: 
 
 

 
 

Supplementary: 
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: JIMMY HOFFA, TAKE AFTER ME, BUNGALOW BILL, DR HOOK, HAPPY HEIDI, SUMMER VACATION, 

JOEY MAGUIRE 

Protests: Race     9 ASTRAPI  
[213(1) (j)] - Denied a fair start. 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     7 C Thornley  
[Rule 869(2) (c)] in that he used his whip outside the confines of the sulky on the sulky 
discs in the run home, Fined $150.00. 

 Race     10 R Houghton (JOEY MAGUIRE)  
[Rule 869(2) (a)] Excessive use of whip - admitted. Fined $250.00. 

Warnings: Race     1 G Cook (VALHALLA)  
[Rule 869(4)] Exercise more care when shifting ground. 

 Race     1 A Edge (BILLY JACK)  
[Rule 869(3) (b)] Manner drove final stages. 

 Race     1 J McDermott (CAESAR'S QUEST)  
[Rule 869(4)] Exercise more care when shifting ground. 

 Race     3 M Williamson (YANKEE ONE)  
[Rule 867] Manner drove with foot out of sulky foot rest. 

 Race     5 B Orange (CAESAR'S EMPIRE)  
[Rule 869(2) (a)] Un-necessary use of whip. 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     5 CAESAR'S EMPIRE - Warned Racing Manners 

 Race     7 UNCLE TREVOR - Warned Racing Manners 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes: Race     2 C Thornley replaced M House (STYX MONKEY)  
Due to Unforeseen circumstances. 

Late Scratchings: Race     10 IZSHEBAD - On veterinary advice. 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 18/10/2014 until 21/10/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
K C MONET, FLORIN 

  



Ineligible from 18/10/2014 until 27/10/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
GRIN AGAIN 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 
Race 1 BISHOPDALE/BUSH INN TABS & TAVERN HAREWOOD MOBILE PACE 

Nearing the 950 metres PLAYAWAY (R Reekie) had to be eased when being shifted wider on the track by VALHALLA (G 
Cook). Driver G Cook was advised to exercise more care when shifting ground in future. 
SELESTER raced wide from the 700 metres. 
BILLY JACK (A Edge) brushed several pylons rounding the final bend when placed in restricted room to the inside of CAESAR'S 
QUEST (J McDermott). Driver J McDermott was advised to ensure he is fully clear when he attempts to shift ground in future. 
BILLY JACK paced roughly near the 250 metres. 
Driver A White (JIMMY HOFFA) dropped his foot momentarily passing the 180 metres when attempting to activate the 
removable deafeners. A White advised Stewards he was unable to activate the deafeners on the winner. 
Passing the 150 metres LEXINGTON LAD had to be eased after BILLY JACK (A Edge) shifted ground. 
MACHS A FLYIN and BILLY JACK locked wheels passing the 50 metres. Driver A Edge was warned for the manner he drove 
during the run home. 
Driver S Manawatu (EARTHSHAKER) advised he was unable to activate the removable deafeners when the cord became 
entangled. 
 

Race 2 GRAPHITE DEVELOPMENTS LTD SHOW DAY FUTURITY PRELUDE 

C Thornley was authorised as a replacement driver from M House on STYX MONKEY. 
DUBONNAY TWIST over-raced passing the 2050 metres and shortly after paced roughly. 
DUBONNAY TWIST continued to over-race when positioned in the open. 
WHOOSH FACTOR paced roughly leaving the 1100 metres. 
STYX MONKEY was placed at a disadvantage passing the 350 metres by the tiring GERALD. 
THE ROYAL GARDEN and TAKE AFTER ME had a tendency to lay in over the concluding stages. 
When questioned regarding the performance of NEVERTHELESS, driver R May advised the gelding wasn't suited to the stop 
start tempo throughout the event and after attempting to improve wide on the final bend had only ran on fairly. 
 

Race 3 THERMO KING LTD & HORNBY/DARFIELD CATHOLIC PARISH HCP TROT 

FREE DREAMS broke briefly at the start. 
LOTHARIO was slow to begin. 
DOCTOR BONES broke shortly after the start losing considerable ground. 
CLOVER MAC broke on the first turn inconveniencing FREE DREAMS which had to take evasive action, with CLOVER MAC 
settling at the rear. 
WILLIAM LANCE galloped entering the back straight on the first occasion losing all chance. 
FREE DREAMS struck a pylon rounding the final bend when hanging inwards. 
LIVE THE DREAM broke briefly on the final bend. 
YANKEE ONE hung inwards rounding the final bend. 
Authorisation of 5th place being awarded to CLOVER MAC was withheld until Stewards were satisfied the gelding had 
complied with the Breaking Horse Regulations when breaking on the first bend. 
Driver M Williamson (YANKEE ONE) was spoken to for the manner he drove when out of contention. 
 

Race 4 G F & J McMASTER & HALSWELL CATHOLIC PARISH MOBILE PACE 

THE MANIPULATOR paced roughly shortly after the start. 
MY LIFESIGN hung outwards in the run home. 
Driver B Orange (MIGHTY FLYING MAJOR) advised he did not activate the removable deafeners on the winner. 
 

Race 5 MURNEY FAMILY TRUST & MID CANTY CATHOLIC PARISH MOBILE PACE 

HUMBUG CREEK over-raced and was back at the start. 
SABBATICAL hung in the score up and was slightly out of position at the start, and continued to hang racing into the first 
bend. 
Racing into the first bend CAESAR'S EMPIRE broke settling mid field. 



BUNGALOW BILL paced roughly near the 1200 metres when attempting to lead. 
CAESAR'S EMPIRE broke near the 950 metres when awkwardly positioned to the wheel of EXPRESSO MARTINI 
inconveniencing ADD NO INTEREST. 
CAESAR'S EMPIRE broke on a third occasion near the 200 metres with the connections being warned to improve the 
gelding's racing manners. 
Driver B Orange (CAESAR'S EMPIRE) was warned for striking a runner when out of contention. 
 

Race 6 JOHN PAUL II CENTRE FOR LIFE HANDICAP TROT 

UNCAS broke briefly at the start. 
MASTER LAVROS broke at the start adding to its 20 metre handicap before settling to the rear. 
ROYAL ASPIRATIONS trotted roughly over the early stages. 
VULCAN hung outwards passing the 50 metres inconveniencing PHIL'S GIFT. 
 

Race 7 JOHN JONES STEEL LTD & PAPANUI CATHOLIC PARISH MOBILE PACE 

UNCLE TREVOR broke in the score up and was well back out of position at dispatch. 
UNCLE TREVOR again broke nearing the 1100 metres losing its chance. A warning was placed against the geldings racing 
manners. 
Driver C Thornley (JOHNY ROCK) admitted a breach of Rule 869(2) (c) in that he used his whip outside the confines of the 
sulky on the sulky discs in the run home, with the JCA imposing a fine of $150. 
 

Race 8 WATKINS FLOORING XTRA & RICCARTON CATHOLIC PARISH MOB PACE 

SHRIEKS OF DELIGHT underwent a pre-race veterinary inspection and was passed fit to start. 
CHANGE TIME hung inwards slightly just prior to dispatch inconveniencing MAYBE FLYIN. 
CHANGE TIME raced wide from the 600 metres. 
GRACIOUS STAR was held up in the initial stages of the run home. 
 

Race 9 BOWDEN ENVIRONMENTAL & WAIMAK CATHOLIC PARISH MOBILE TROT 

GIN RUMMY was back out of position over the final stages of the score up. 
In the score up PAMMYS BOY broke and then trotted for several strides, breaking just before dispatch inconveniencing 
ASTRAPI which was back from its rightful position. 
NATIVE'S BRITE SPARK was held up in the initial stages of the run home. 
MILLICENT had to steady when racing between NATIVE'S BRITE SPARK and SUMMER VACATION which both shifted ground 
near the 150 metres. 
MONTY PYTHON had difficulty obtaining a clear run throughout the run home. 
Authorisation of placings was withheld after driver M Jones (ASTRAPI) intimated that he felt that his gelding had been denied 
a fair start. A request for a Ruling was then filed in relation to the matter with the JCA declaring ASTRAPI to be a late 
scratching on the grounds that the gelding was denied a fair start and such occurrence had materially prejudiced the chances 
of the horse. 
Driver T Trathen (SUMMER VACATION) will be questioned in the upcoming days regarding the manner he drove over the 
final stages. 
 

Race 10 J BUTLER & CO & MAIREHAU CATHOLIC PARISH PACE 

IZSHEBAD was a late scratching at 8.00pm on veterinary advice after starting in Race 4. 
JOEY MAGUIRE and IREBY BETTY broke at the start with both runners settling at the rear. 
SPECIAL DELIGHT, ARDEN'S ATTACK and WEEDON'S EXPRESS also broke at the start. 
WESTBURN CREED hung outwards racing into the first bend. 
FIREBREAK over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
ARDEN'S ATTACK and DROVER'S EYRE locked stays over the concluding stages. 
Driver R Houghton (JOEY MAGUIRE) admitted a breach of Rule 869(2) (a) in that he used his whip in a manner Stewards 
deemed excessive in the run home and was fined the sum of $250 by the JCA. 
 

 


